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Abstract

The Target Set Selection problem formalizes a process of social
influence spreading. Given a graph, representing social network, with ver-
tex thresholds, representing numbers of influenced neighbours that vertex
needs to become influenced, one is to find a target set, that is, a subset
of vertices that is enough to influence pre-specified number of vertices of
the network. Influence spreading is defined as an activation process: on
the first stage, only the target set is activated, and on each subsequent
stage a vertex becomes activated if the number of activated neighbours has
reached its threshold. Activated once, a vertex remains activated. Usually
it is questioned to find a target set of minimum size that influences the
whole social network, so-called minimum perfect target set.

It is known that, even when threshold values of all vertices equals two,
the problem is NP-hard, and, from the parameterized point of view, W[P]-
hard; it can’t be solved in 2o(n), unless the Exponential Time Hypothesis
fails.

We show that the Target Set Selection problem for an n-vertex
graph, where threshold values are bounded by some fixed integer t, can
be solved in O∗(2λtn) time, where λt < 1 depends only on t.

1 Preliminaries

1.1 Problem definition

Consider a graph G = (V,E) and a threshold function thr : V → N ∪ {0}. For
a vertex set X ⊆ V , we define activation process yielded by target set X as a
sequence of vertex sets

S0, S1, S2, . . .

such that S0 = X and
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Si+1 = Si ∪ {v ∈ V : |N(v) ∩ Si| ≥ thr(v)} .

If v ∈ Si+1 \Si, we say that v is activated by X in the (i+ 1)th round. Since
all Si are subsets of V , there is the minimum r such that Sr = Sr+1. We say
that X activates Sr and denote it as S(X). We always omit the graph and the
threshold function in this notation since it is always clear from the context.

This leads to a general decision problem.

Target Set Selection
Input: A graph G = (V,E) with thresholds thr : V → N ∪ {0}, an

integers k, l.
Question: Is there a target set ofG and thr of size k such that it activates

at least l vertices?

If S(X) = V then we call target set X a perfect target set. We call a perfect
target set X a minimum perfect target set if there is no perfect target set X ′

such that |X ′| < |X|. Of course, there can be more than one minimum perfect
target set.

Let us give a simple observation that might be useful for better understand-
ing of perfect target set nature.

Observation 1. Let G = (V,E) be a graph and thr : V → N∪{0} be a threshold
function. If X ⊆ V is a perfect target set of G and thr and Y ⊆ V is such that
S(Y ) ⊇ X, then Y is a perfect target set of G and thr too.

Now we are ready to give a formal definition of the main problem considered
in this paper.

Minimum Perfect Target Set
Input: A graph G = (V,E) with thresholds thr : V → N ∪ {0}.
Question: Find any minimum perfect target set of G and thr.

Our work focus mainly on instances of Minimum Perfect Target Set
where threshold function values are bounded by some constant t, i.e. thr(V ) ⊆
{0, 1, 2, . . . , t}. Even considering t = 2 still makes an interesting case. A version
of Minimum Perfect Target Set, where all threshold values are equal to 2,
i.e. thr ≡ 2, was intensively studied and is known under the names of P3-Hull
Number and IRR2-Conversion Set.

Also we always consider only threshold functions that satisfy thr(v) ≤ deg(v)
for any vertex v: otherwise vertex v could be activated no other than being
selected in a target set. Thus we can remove vertex v from the graph and reduce
the threshold values of all its neighbour vertices by one, what is equivalent to
selecting v in a target set. We then solve the problem for the reduced graph and
modified threshold function, and simply add v to the resulting perfect target
set. Repeating this operation, we can eliminate all the vertices v for which
thr(v) ≤ deg(v) does not hold.
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1.2 Algorithm terminology

During its work, our recursive algorithm marks some vertices of the graph as
belonging to target set or as not belonging to it. We call such vertices of the
graph fixed and we call all other vertices (vertices that algorithm has not yet
considered belonging to target set or not) free.

We use F to denote the set of all fixed vertices and X to denote the set of
fixed vertices that were marked as belonging to target set. The set of all free
vertices is denoted as F = V \ F . Initially all vertices of the graph are free,
therefore F = X = ∅ initially.

Also we use n for the number of vertices in the graph |V | and k for the
number of free vertices |F |.

2 Algorithm

In this section we provide an algorithm for solving instances of the Minimum
Perfect Target Set problem with threshold function values bounded by
some fixed integer t. Please consider t as the same constant fixed along the
whole section unless stated otherwise.

2.1 Outer part

As many other exponential algorithms, our recursive algorithm is based on the
branching technique. Branching here is performed on the set of free vertices, so
instance size always equals the number of free vertices. To perform branching,
there should be a free vertex v such that v has at least thr(v) neighbour vertices
free. Let us give this branching rule a formal definition.

Lemma 1. Let G = (V,E) be a graph and thr : V → N ∪ {0} be a threshold
function. Let v be a vertex of G and T ⊆ N(v) be a set of neighbour vertices of
v such that |T | = thr(v). Then there exists a minimum target set X of G and
thr such that one of the following conditions stays true:

• |X ∩ (T ∪ {v})| < thr(v);

• X ∩ (T ∪ {v}) = T.

Proof. Since |T ∪{v}| = thr(v)+1, the only other case is when |X∩(T ∪{v})| ≥
thr(v) and X ∩ (T ∪ {v}) 6= T .

Suppose X is such minimum target set and let Y = (X \ (T ∪ {v})) ∪ T .
Note that

|Y | = |X| − |X ∩ (T ∪ {v})|+ |T | ≤ |X| − thr(v) + thr(v) = |X|

and X ⊆ Y ∪ {v}. Since |N(v) ∩ Y | = |T | = thr(v), v ∈ S(Y ). The last implies
S(Y ) ⊇ Y ∪ {v} ⊇ X. Then by observation 1 Y is a target set of G and thr.
Since |Y | ≤ |X|, Y is a minimum target set, also it satisfies the second condition
of the lemma.
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Algorithm: tss outer(G, thr, F,X)

Input: Graph G = (V,E), threshold function thr : V → [0, t], set of fixed
vertices F ⊆ V , set of fixed targeted vertices X ⊆ F .

Output: target set R of G and thr such that |R ∩ F | = X and |R| is
minimum possible; or V , if such target set does not exist.

if S(X) ( F then
return tss outer(G, thr, F ∪ S(X), X)

if ∃v ∈ F with |N(v) ∩ F | ≥ thr(v) then
T ←− set of any thr(v) elements of N(v) ∩ F
R←− tss outer(G, thr, F ∪ T ∪ {v}, X ∪ T )
foreach subset Y of (T ∪ {v}) with |Y | < |T | do

update R with tss outer(G, thr, F ∪ T ∪ {v}, X ∪ Y )

return R

if k ≤ γtn then
R←− V
foreach subset Y of F do

if X ∪ Y is a target set then
update R with X ∪ Y

return R

else
return tss inner(G, thr, F,X)

Figure 1: Outer part of the algorithm.

The outer part of our algorithm is based on this branching rule and is given
in figure 1. It works as follows. Initially it considers all vertices of the graph
free, thus none of them were selected to be in target set. It means that the
algorithm starts with initial call tss outer(G, thr,∅,∅). Then, for a set of
currently fixed vertices, it ensures that all activated by currently selected target
set vertices are fixed. Indeed, according to observation 1 there is no reason to
put such vertices in a minimum target set.

Then the algorithm performs the branching itself. To apply the branching
rule, algorithm needs a free vertex v with at least thr(v) neighbours free. If such
vertex v is present, it marks v and thr(v) of its free neighbours as fixed and then
it makes recursive calls, each one corresponding to a different selection of these
vertices into targeted vertices. These selections are made according to lemma
1, that is, all these vertices will never be selected together as targeted vertices,
and, if thr(v) vertices are targeted, then they always are the neighbours of v.
One can find that it makes exactly 2thr(v)+1 − thr(v) − 1 recursive calls while
fixing thr(v)+1 vertices: it makes a recursive call for each subset except for the
subset of size thr(v) + 1 and thr(v) subsets of size thr(v).

The last conditional statement in the outer part stands for the case when
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no free vertices are activated and the branching rule can not be applied. Please
note that the γt there stands for some fixed constant, 0 < γt < 1, and this
constant is explained and specified later.

In this conditional statement, if the set of remaining free vertices is relatively
small, algorithm just bruteforces all possible subsets of free vertices to be in the
output target set and chooses any of the best of them. Obviously this leads to
a correct output. Otherwise, in case free vertices are many, a call to the inner
part of the algorithm is performed and it does the remaining work. The main
idea is that the inner part is called when there are not many fixed vertices and
they satisfy specific conditions, which is further explained in the next section.

2.2 Inner part

2.2.1 Target set compression

Let us summarize the conditions under which the inner part of the algorithm is
called:

1. No free vertex is activated by currently selected target set vertices:
F ∩ S(X) = ∅.

2. Every free vertex v has less than thr(v) free neighbour vertices. Since
threshold values are bounded by t, it implies that the maximum degree of
subgraph induced by set of free vertices is less than t: ∆(G[F ]) < t.

3. Free vertices make more than γt of all vertices: k > γtn, 0 < γt < 1.

These conditions follow directly from the corresponding conditional state-
ments of the algorithm outer part.

Our goal is to present a constant 0 < γt < 1 and an algorithm such that it
works faster than 2k under conditions above. As we show later, these two are
sufficient for the whole algorithm to work faster than 2n.

The goal of the inner part is to find X ′ ⊆ F so that S(X ∪X ′) = V . When
X ′ is given, the last equality can be checked trivially. But since k is large,
variants of X ′ are too many. What if we can check S(X ∪ X ′) = V without
actually knowing X ′ but knowing some specific information about it? We want
that information to vary less than X ′ itself. Indeed, as it shows up, under
conditions 1-3, we can specify such information on X ′; formally, the following
theorem holds.

Theorem 1. There is a constant αt < 1 and a polynomial-time algorithm A
that, given G, thr, F , X, F as usual such that the conditions 1-3 hold, and not
given X ′ explicitly, but by asking questions of the following three types about it:

Q1. For a free vertex v ∈ F , is it true that v ∈ X ′?

Q2. For an edge between free vertices uv ∈ E(G[F ]), is it true that at least one
of its endpoints u, v is in X ′?
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Q3. For a fixed vertex v ∈ F , how many neighbours of v are in X ′? If they are
more than thr(v), answer thr(v).

A outputs V if and only if S(X ∪X ′) = V . Additionally, there are no more
than O∗(2αtk) possible combinations of questions asked by A and answers to
them among all 2k possible variants of X ′. These combinations can be enumer-
ated in O∗(2αtk) time.

Proof. For simplicity reasons, here we give a proof for the case when t = 2.
General proof share the same basic idea but requires more details and is given
later.

We prove the theorem by giving appropriate algorithm A and showing that
the variants of questions asked by it and answers to them are sufficient.

Of course, questions of the first type are enough for asking to discover X ′;
though the answers to such questions vary the same as X ′ itself does. Thus
A should not ask questions of this type much. However, we allow A to ask
questions of the other two types as many as it needs.

In fact, A simulates the activation process by asking the oracle questions
to determine the number of activated neighbours of any vertex with enough
precision. As a result, A finds the activation process yielded by X ∪X ′, except
it misses some vertices of X ′ possibly. Formally, if S0, S1, . . . , Sr is the activation
process yielded by X ∪X ′, then A finds a sequence S′0, S

′
1, . . . , S

′
r such that for

any 0 ≤ i ≤ r, S′i \X ′ = Si \X ′.
Since S0 = X ∪X ′, S′0 can be found as S′0 = X. Thus, by induction means,

A has just to find S′i+1 when S′i is found. Precisely, each vertex that is activated
in the ith round should be added to S′i+1. It is enough to calculate the number
of currently activated neighbours of a vertex v in an assumption that v is not
targeted initially, v /∈ X ′. Indeed, if v ∈ X ′, any result will suffice, since v can
be added to S′i+1 or not added to it as well. That calculation is made by asking
the oracle questions, the corresponding procedure is presented in figure 2. A
uses this procedure to find S′i+1 when S′i is found and stops when S′i+1 = S′i
occurs. As the result, A returns this S′i.

Let us prove that A suffices theorem condition, that is, it finds S′r such that
S′r = V if and only if S(X ∪X ′) = Sr = V . S′r = V implies Sr = V obviously.
Suppose then that Sr = V , but S′r 6= V , which means that v /∈ S′r for some
v ∈ X ′. Consider is activated procedure applied to S′r and v. Since Sr = V ,
F ⊆ V \ X ′ ⊆ S′r, so all fixed neighbours are counted towards activated. In
the other hand, all edges with endpoint in v have endpoint in X ′, so all free
neighbours are counted towards activated also. Since we assumed that thr(v) ≤
deg(v), the procedure returns True and then v ∈ S′r+1, which contradicts with
S′r = S′r+1.

We are left to analyze the number of questions made by A to the oracle.
Since foreach loop in the is activated procedure considers neighbours of each
vertex in the same order, for any fixed vertex v it makes no more than thr(v)
different questions of the first type overall: if thr(v) questions were made, then
v has at least thr(v) activated neighbours and is activated too without asking
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Algorithm: is activated(G, thr, F,X, S′i, v)

Input: G, thr, F and X as usual, S′i such that S′i \X ′ = Si \X ′ and a
vertex v /∈ S′i.

Output: True, if v /∈ X ′ and v ∈ Si+1;
False, if v /∈ X ′ and v /∈ Si+1;
any of above, otherwise.

m←− |S′i ∩N(v) ∩ F |
if v ∈ F then

m←− m+ (Q3) number of neighbours of v in X ′

foreach u ∈ S′i ∩N(v) ∩ F in the order they were added to S′i do
if m ≥ thr(v) then

return True

if (Q1) u is not in X ′ then
m←− m+ 1

else
foreach u ∈ N(v) ∩ F do

if u ∈ S′i or (Q2) uv has endpoint in X ′ then
m←− m+ 1

return m ≥ thr(v)

Figure 2: Procedure determining number of activated neighbours of a vertex.
(Q1), (Q2), (Q3) precede a question of the corresponding type asked.

any more questions about its neighbours. That gives an upper bound of t(n−k)
for the number of questions of the first type asked. This upper bound can be
tightened: actually, for any vertex v there is no reason to ask the possible last,
thr(v)th question, since it already means that v has thr(v) activated neighbours.
Such modification gives an upper bound of (t− 1)(n− k).

For the number of questions of the other two types asked upper bounds are
very simple. Since ∆(G[F ]) < t, for t = 2 the number of edges in G[F ] is
bounded with 1/2k, therefore the number of different questions of the second
type that can be made is bounded with 1/2k too. Actually, this upper bound
is the only reason we consider the proof for t = 2; in case t > 2 another upper
bound can be proven but it’s not such trivial. Still to show the general idea we
consider that for an arbitrary t, there is a constant ωt < 1 such that an O∗(2ωt)
upper bound is true, so ω2 = 1/2 but for any t > 2 we show that ωt < 1 exists
later.

There are simply n− k possible different questions of the third type. Those
require non-binary answer unlike the previous two types though. Since there is
no reason to tell the exact count of neighbours if they are already more than t,
answers to this questions are non-negative numbers not exceeding t.
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Above sums up to

2(t−1)(n−k) · 2ωtk · (t+ 1)n−k

possible different combinations of questions and answers. Consider

(t− 1)(n− k) + ωtk+ log(t+ 1)(n− k) ≤
(
(t− 1 + log(t+ 1))(γ−1t − 1) + ωt

)
k

and set
αt = (t− 1 + log(t+ 1))(γ−1t − 1) + ωt

and note that we can choose γt such that αt < 1. This finishes the proof of the
theorem for t = 2.

This theorem provides a possible behaviour for the inner part: iterate over
possible combinations of questions and answers; for a fixed combination use A
to check whether it corresponds to X ′ that X ∪X ′ is a perfect target set; then
find any X ′ of minimum size corresponding to the fixed combination,. Answer
is then chosen as one of the smallest X ′ found. We now focus on the latter:
given a combination as a set of questions and answers, find any appropriate X ′

of minimum size.

2.2.2 Restoring target sets

Let F = {v1, v2, . . . , vn−k} and F = {u1, u2, . . . , uk}. A combination of ques-
tions and answers is fixed, let d1, d2, . . . , dn−k be then the answers to all ques-
tions of the Q3-type, i.e. for any i vi has di neighbours in X ′ if di < thr(vi) and
it has at least thr(vi) neighbours in X ′ if di = thr(vi).

Once again, for simplicity reasons we first show how to restore a minimum
target set satisfying the fixed combination for t = 2.

2.2.3 Partial vertex cover families

It appears that, in case t > 2, we need a mechanism to both satisfy the theorem
1, specifically to enumerate all possible answers to the Q2-type questions, and
provide a possibility to efficiently restore minimum appropriate target set using
dynamic programming. The following construction formalizes combinations of
answers to the Q2-type questions.

Definition 1. Let G = (V,E) be a graph. We call a subset S ⊆ V of its vertices
a T -partial vertex cover of G if the edges covered by vertices in S are exactly T :

T = {uv ∈ E : u ∈ S ∨ v ∈ S}.

Note that if X ′ is a T -partial vertex cover of G[F ], it is enough to know T
to answer any Q2-type question about it.

Note that for an arbitrary T -partial vertex cover S, there may be some
vertices that can be added to S without changing T . Corresponding definition
follows.
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Definition 2. Let G = (V,E) be a graph and S be its T -partial vertex cover.
Let

OS = {v ∈ V \ S : N(v) ⊆ S}

and note that for any O′ ⊆ OS , S ∪O′ is a T -partial vertex cover. We define

FS = {S ∪O′ | O′ ⊆ OS}

and call FS a T-partial vertex cover family of G originated from S.

Theorem 2. For any positive integer t, there is a constant ωt < 1 and an
algorithm that, given any n-vertex graph G such that ∆(G) < t, outputs no more
than O∗ (2ωtn) sets S1, S2, . . . , Sk, such that the partial vertex cover families

originated from it cover all subsets of V , i.e.
k⋃
i=1

FSi = P(V ), in O∗ (2ωtn) time.
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